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303. The Art of Coquetry by Mrs. Lennox—

...Who purposely set a value on your charms,

Don't all your richly but beauty all your arms.

Language of Nature, Enchantment, Cause, Unseen Wows Conquer.

306. Avoid disguise and seem, at least, sincere.

260. To a Gentleman by Miss Carter. (O Worthy, spare the bee.)

385. Connal and Mary by Miss Tomlins—

Lover plump on Banks' Yarrow.

266. Earl Walker by Mrs. Hampton. My

Pregnant Ellen follows Earl who debauched her
to his belleshed hands in disguise—has badly done,

471. "I only live'd to prove my faith—"

470. Thy from though cast in beauty's mould,

Enhunch a heart's mind.

471. The Rural Brothers by Mrs. Leaper

431. The Mercoson by Mrs. Tolles.
439 Ode to Morning by Miss Pennington
441 The Copper Farthing
456 Verses in a day of prayer for success at war, Miss Anne Steel
458 Two Pastoral by Mrs. Brooke

Note also The Feminada, a Female Genius
by John Duncombe, MA.